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Why are we talking about this?

- We are the musicians-turned-game-audio-professionals!

- According to the “Game Audio Industry Survey 2023”,     
77% of the game audio professionals come from 
music/audio background. Only 18% of the respondents 
graduated from game audio specific programs.

- We want to make game audio accessible! 



Rethinking “Breaking In”

- “Breaking in” is only a starting point

- Puts too much emphasis on the first gig

- Can lead to burnout 

- Look further out than a  starting point



Balance is the key 

1. Be ready to play the long game 

- Job market is highly dependant on 
timing and luck

- Balancing the existing career and 
learning new skills is critical 



Balance is the key

2. Budget the timeline generously and realistically 

- Prevent anxiety coming from urgency

- Allow yourself enough time to ease into it



Balance is the key

3. Sound design requires endless learning

- New technologies, programs, and trends 

- Practice, Practice, Practice 

- Don’t rush yourself, invest time



Apples and Oranges

- Music =  🍎 Sound Design = 🍊

- both are “fruits” but with different tastes and colours.

- both grounded in auditory principles but with different purposes and focuses.



Advantages of being an apple farmer 

1. Creative problem solver

- We wear many hats to run business and solve 
problems

e.g.) managers, accountants, marketing, etc.

- Game development is a big problem solving project!



2. Good team player

- Understanding the importance of collaboration and 
working together

- Good communicators

Advantages of being an apple farmer



3. Duh, your EARS! 👂

- Years of analytical listening 

- Use it for analyzing and creating sounds!

Advantages of being an apple farmer



Unique parts of orange farming

1. Creating in structure

- Structure is a must in game development

- Allows clear communication

- We are a part of the bigger operation



Unique parts of orange farming

2. Feedbacks

- From clients
- From the audio director
- From the players
- From the fellow sound designers

- You gotta get used to it, it’s not personal.



Unique parts of orange farming

3. It’s… oranges

- Very different job description

- Don’t give apples when they need oranges



Summary

- Don’t stop at “breaking in”! Plan a career, not a job

- Balance is the key

- Transferable superpowers as musicians

- Don’t give someone apples when they are looking 
for oranges!





Who am i?
● Jazz school graduate   

● Shoe-gaze dream pop musician

● Technical Audio Artist

My love for ear candy lead me into the world of               

sound design 👂🍬 
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What I’ll be 
talking about

● My misconceptions about the technical space

● Redefining what creativity looks like

● Supports for your musician to game audio journey



Technical = 
Creative

Sound design roles are never just creative or 
just technical – they are symbiotic and 
necessitate each other



Technical = 
Creative

Sound design roles are never just creative or 
just technical – they are symbiotic and 
necessitate each other

(I wish I had realized this sooner)







I used to believe that 

recording engineers knew 

things that I would never 

be able to understand







Allowing myself to explore the 
technical side of music opened 

my eyes to new ways of 
songwriting.



I am now re-discovering the 
parallels between being 

technical in music and being 
technical in game audio. 



How this applies
To game audio
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● Technical knowledge

○ Informs your design choices

○ Prevents redundant work

○ Allows for better communication
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● Technical knowledge

○ Informs your design choices

○ Prevents redundant work

○ Allows for better communication

Technical abilities directly lend themselves to creativity!



How do you go 
from music to 
game audio?



Make your portfolio 
your elevator pitch



Make your portfolio 
your elevator pitch



● Highlight your best work
● Supplement your portfolio with implementation videos
● Keep your videos focused and succinct
● Show off game jams you have been apart of

How to organize 
your content



Utilize your 
transferable skills



Utilize your 
transferable skills



● Have a social media account dedicated to your creative 

work

● Get feedback from trusted ears

● Set up coffee chats with those whose work you admire

All of this can lead to opening doors for future employment

Be yourself and 
build community



Takeaways

Technical 
is 

creative

Make Your 
portfolio 

your 
elevator 
pitch

Utilize your 
transferable 

skills

Be yourself 
and Build 
community







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t89zSJ8ODu0





























































